The work is devoted to the proof of a new L°°-L weighted estimate for the solution to the nonhomogeneous wave equation in (3 + l)-dimensional space-time. The weighted Sobolev spaces are associated with the generators of the Poincaré group. The estimate obtained is applied to prove the global existence of a solution to a nonlinear system of wave and Klein-Gordon equations with small initial data.
Introduction
Essential results concerning the global existence of solution to the (3 + 1)-dimensional nonlinear wave equation have been obtained recently by Klainerman [9, 10] , Hörmander [6, 7] (see also [1] [2] [3] [4] Here LQ = tdt + 2j,=i x¡dj is the radial vector field.
On the other hand, some important coupled systems of nonlinear wave and Klein-Gordon equations have been investigated in [1] [2] [3] [4] ; these show that the use of the radial vector field L0 is not convenient for the proof of a global existence theorem. To overcome this difficulty, in [2, 3] another L°°-L weighted estimate is proposed, when the inclusion (1.4) supp/(5,y)ç{|v|<S + JR} is fulfilled for some constant R > 0. The estimate has the form (1.5) (l + t)\u(t,x)\<CJ2Yl SUP (l+sfVf(s)\\. The main goal of this work is to obtain an improved estimate of type ( 1.5) for the solution u(t, x) to the Cauchy problem (1.2), provided assumption (1.4) is not fulfilled.
Such an estimate will be crucial for the proof of the global existence of solution to some important nonlinear systems of wave and Klein-Gordon equations, when the initial data are not compactly supported (see the approach developed in [1] [2] [3] [4] Combining the above estimates with the estimates due to W. von Wahl [11] , one can treat also the case when the initial data of the solution to (1.2) are nonzero. Namely, assuming u(0, x) = ef(x) and dtu(0, x) = eg(x), f, g G S^(R3), for any positive real number ô > 0 we have (2.2) (I + t+ 1x1)1^^1, x)\< Ce+ C J2 sup \\Yßf(s)\\y2+s.
3. Preliminaries The main goal of this section is to obtain some estimates of the Radon transform Proof. First, consider the case \p\>l+R. Then the relation 3l(f)(p,co) = p-x (" d¿x3Z(f)(x,to))dx Jo and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality yield
Applying the Sobolev inequality on S , we find
we conclude that \xdx(3?(g)(x, 0))\ < C¿|9t^(^)(t, ö)|, j = i and via the Plancherel identity (3.2) we get
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The identity (3.1) shows that 3f(f)(p, to) is an odd function. Therefore, to finish the proof it is sufficient to consider only the case 0 < p < R + We lose no generality assuming that / is a real-valued function. First, consider the case |jc| > t/2. Then we can use the following representation of the solution to the wave equation obtained in [2] (see Lemma 3.1 in [2] ), \x\u(t, x) = -27r Y a Re r f(P > aP°> > t)elpi'+alxl) dp The finite speed of propagation of the wave guarantees that without loss of generality we can assume that supp^/(5,y)ç{|y|<2/} for 0 < s < t. Now the application of Lemma 3.1 yields \^(fj)(x-t,oo,t)\<c(i + tf2 J2 lirVwil. and we obtain the desired inequality. This completes the proof.
Application to a system of wave and Klein-Gordon equations
Consider the Cauchy problem Dm, =Fx(u, Vu),
where u = (ux,u2), and analogously for / and g. A similar system was considered in [2, 3] , / and g assumed compactly supported. In contrast to this, here we assume /, g G S^(R ; R ). The nonlinearities FÁu, w) axe supposed to be smooth in u, w ; and they have the form F Au, Vu) = QAVu) + CAu, Vu), y'=l,2, where the derivatives of CAu, w) up to order 2 are zero for (u, w) = (0, 0) while e,(v«) = ± ± <i?rsdrumdsuk r,s=0m,k=\ satisfy the strong null condition used in [2] , that is 3 E«7m*"^5 = 0 for a°y £ = (í0»íi.Í2.í3) e r4> m,k,j = 1,2.
r,s=0
The above condition simply means that ,, ~, mkrs mksr (5.2) qj =q; .
Examples of quadratic nonlinearities satisfying the strong null condition are discussed in [2] . In order to prove the global existence of a solution of (5.1) for e small enough, we introduce the following norms Em(u(t))= J2 E sup \\dßra^)h \a\<m\ß\<l°-'c-t
Denote for the sake of brevity F At, x) = Fj(u(t, x), Vu(t, x)) and similarly for Q and C . To estimate the L norm of ux we apply the conformai estimate for the linear wave equation due to S. Klainerman [11] (see also Chapter VII in [8] From this estimate and (5.5) following the argument given by S. Klainerman [11] (see also §5 in [2] ), one obtains a global bound for Hn(u(t)) + (l +t) Em(u(t)). This fact guarantees the existence of a global solution of the system (5.1) assuming e small enough. Another application of our main estimate obtained in Theorem 1 is connected with the Maxwell-Dirac system. This gives us an idea of how to extend the approach of [4] for the case when all the initial data of this nonlinear system are not compactly supported.
